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ABSTRACT: The coaddition of KH and RbH significantly improves
the hydrogen storage properties of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. An
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH composite was able to reversibly
store 5.2 wt % H2 when the dehydrogenation operates at 130 °C and
the hydrogenation operates at 120 °C. The isothermal dehydrogen-
ation rate at 130 °C was approximately 43 times that of a pristine
sample. During ball-milling, KH reacts with RbH to form a K(Rb)H
solid solution. Upon heating, RbH first separates from the K(Rb)H
solid solution and participates in the first step of dehydrogenation
reaction, and then the remaining KH participates in the second
dehydrogenation reaction. The presence of RbH and KH provide
synergetic effects, which improve the thermodynamics and kinetics of
hydrogen storage in the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. In particular, more
than 93% of the hydrogen storage capacity (4.4 wt %) remains after cycling a sample with 0.04 mol of KH and RbH for 50 cycles,
indicating notably better cycling stability compared with any presently known Li−Mg−N−H systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is widely considered to be an ideal fuel for vehicular
applications.1 However, storing hydrogen in a safe, efficient,
and economical manner remains a critical challenge for
practical applications.1−5 Solid-state hydrogen storage has
considerable advantages compared with gaseous and liquid
hydrogen storage in terms of safety and economy, but none of
the solid-state hydrogen storage materials reported to date
meet all of the on-board criteria.6 There are still some materials
with the potential to reach these standards, including alanates,
borohydrides and metal−N−H systems.7−12 It has previously
been shown that approximately 5.6 wt % hydrogen can be
reversibly stored in the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system through the
following reaction11

+ ↔ +Mg(NH ) 2LiH Li MgN H 2H2 2 2 2 2 2 (1)

However, the hydrogen release from reaction 1 at an
appropriate rate can only proceed at temperatures above 200
°C, although the thermodynamically predicated operating
temperature is approximately 90 °C at an equilibrium hydrogen
pressure of 1 bar.13,14 Considerable efforts have been devoted
to lowering the operating temperature and enhancing the
dehydrogenation kinetics of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH by reducing the
particle size and doping with additives.14−30 Xie et al. found
that hydrogen desorption/absorption kinetics are distinctly
increased by mixing smaller-sized Mg(NH2)2 with LiH.15

Li2MgN2H2 with a particle size of 100−200 nm has been shown
to begin absorbing hydrogen at only 80 °C, approximately 100

°C lower than samples greater than 800 nm in size.16

Alternatively, doping with additives is another important
method for improving the hydrogen storage properties of the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. To date, five types of effective
additives have been developed, including Li2MgN2H2 seeds,
carbon-based materials, transition metals and their compounds,
metal borohydrides, and alkali-metal compounds.14,17−30

Among these known materials, metal borohydrides and alkali-
metal compounds are two of the most effective additives. Hu et
al. demonstrated improvements in the dehydrogenation/
hydrogenation kinetics and thermodynamics of the Mg-
(NH2)2-2LiH system by adding 0.1 mol of LiBH4.

21 The
introduction of ZrCoH3 further improved the hydrogen storage
properties of the LiBH4-doped Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system.22 In
addition, it was recently found that a Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.1Ca(BH4)2 sample could reversibly release/take up 4 wt %
H2 below 140 °C because of the concerted effects of LiBH4 and
CaH2 formed in situ during ball milling.23 More encouragingly,
the hydrogen storage properties of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH were
significantly enhanced by introducing a small amount of
KH.25−28 Compared with an Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample, the
peak dehydrogenation temperature of an Mg(NH2)2-1.9LiH-
0.1KH sample was lowered from 186 to 132 °C, and reversible
hydrogen storage was possible in the PCT model at
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temperatures as low as 107 °C.25 The superb effects of KH
modification were further confirmed in studies that fol-
lowed.26−28 Our recent investigations revealed that a
dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH sample can be fully
hydrogenated at 140 °C.28 Similar to K, Rb-based compounds
are another efficient alkali-metal modifier.29,30 The hydrogen
storage thermodynamics and kinetics of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH
system were significantly improved by adding RbF, and the
active species was identified to be RbH.29,30 In particular, after
being fully dehydrogenated at 130 °C, a Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.08RbF sample was fully hydrogenated at 120 °C, representing
a 20 °C reduction relative to a sample modified with
0.08KH.28,29 However, the hydrogen storage capacity was
also decreased to approximately 4.8 wt % after adding 0.08 mol
of RbF due to the larger molecular weight of RbF. In summary,
both KH and RbH have been shown to significantly improve
the hydrogen storage properties of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH
system. More importantly, RbH has been shown to be more
effective for improving the hydrogenation properties of the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system, but the hydrogen capacity of the Rb-
modified Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system was distinctly reduced
because of the larger molecular weight of Rb.
In this work, KH and RbH were simultaneously introduced

into the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system to achieve better hydrogen
storage performance. As reported in our previous works, the
total amount of KH and RbH added was optimized at 0.08 mol
per mol of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH.

28,29 Accordingly, the KH and RbH
coadded samples were obtained by partially replacing KH with
RbH in the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH formulation. Five
samples with compositions of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-
xRbH (x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08) were prepared by ball
milling the corresponding chemicals under 50 bar of H2, and
their dehydrogenation/hydrogenation behaviors were inves-
tigated systematically. The results showed that the hydrogen
storage properties of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH were further
improved by the presence of RbH. The Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.04KH-0.04RbH sample possessed the optimal hydrogen
storage properties and could reversibly store 5.2 wt % H2,
where the dehydrogenation operated at 130 °C and the
hydrogenation operated at 120 °C.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The commercial chemicals, LiH (purity 98%) and KH (in mineral oil)
were purchased from Alfa-Aesar. LiH was used as received, and KH
was used after removing the mineral oil. Mg(NH2)2 was produced in-
house by directly reacting Mg powder (99%, Sinopharm) with 7 bar of
NH3 at 300 °C. RbH was also synthesized in our laboratory by ball
milling metallic Rb (99.75%, Alfa-Aesar) under 50 bar of H2 at 500
rpm for 12 h. Prior to ball-milling, the milling vessel was first heated to
50 °C using a water bath and then wrapped with gauze for heat
protection. Samples with compositions of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-
x)KH-xRbH (x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08) were prepared by ball
milling the corresponding chemicals at 500 rpm on a planetary ball
mill (QM-3SP4, Nanjing) for 36 h. The milling vessels were filled with
50 bar of hydrogen pressure to prevent hydrogen release during ball
milling. All of the samples were handled in a MBRAUN glovebox filled
with high purity argon to prevent contamination with air and moisture
(O2: < 1 ppm, H2O: < 1 ppm).
Experiments investigating the temperature-dependence of hydrogen

desorption were performed on a homemade temperature-programmed
desorption (TPD) system coupled with a QIC-20 mass spectrometer
(Hiden, England), which simultaneously recorded hydrogen (m/z: 2)
and ammonia (m/z: 15). Approximately 50 mg of the sample was
loaded and tested each time. Pure Ar was sent through the sample as
the carrier gas in the testing process, and the sample was gradually

heated to the preset temperature at a ramping rate of 2 °C/min. The
dehydrogenation/hydrogenation quantities were determined using the
volumetric method on a homemade Sieverts-type apparatus. Both
isothermal and nonisothermal approaches were adopted, and
approximately 120 mg sample was used for each experiment. In
nonisothermal experiments, the temperature was gradually elevated at
a rate of 2 °C/min for dehydrogenation and 1 °C/min for
hydrogenation. For isothermal examination, the samples were quickly
heated to and kept at a given temperature during the entire
measurement. The sample temperature was measured and controlled
with an automatic temperature controller and a thermocouple that was
inserted into the sample interior. The reactor was evacuated prior to
making measurements. For dehydrogenation, the gas was desorbed
into a calibrated volume initially at 1 × 10−3 Torr, and the pressure
increase was ∼0.5 bar after the hydrogen desorption finished. For
hydrogenation, the starting hydrogen pressure was 105 bar and the
pressure above the sample was held above 105 bar because of the
temperature effects during the course of the experiment. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were conducted on a
Netzsch DSC 200 F3 unit. Approximately 5 mg of the sample was
gradually heated up from room temperature to 300 °C at a rate of 2
°C/min under a flow of pure Ar.

The phase structures were characterized using an X’Pert PRO
(PANalytical, The Netherlands) X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα
radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA. The XRD data were collected over the
2θ range of 10 to 90° with step increments of 0.05°. A homemade
container was used to prevent the samples from contacting air and
moisture during sample transfer and testing. N−H vibrations in all of
the samples were identified on a Bruker Tensor 27 Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (Germany) operated in transmission mode. The
test samples were prepared by cold pressing a mixture of powder
samples and potassium bromide (KBr) powder at a 1:30 weight ratio
to form a pellet. Each spectrum was created using an average of 16
scans with a 4 cm−1 resolution. The distribution of elemental Mg, K
and Rb in the samples was analyzed using an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS) attached to a Hitachi S3700N scanning electron
microscope (SEM).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were conducted
on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD spectrometer. The powder sample was
pressed into a pellet at room temperature and adhered to the sample
holder with double-sided carbon conductive tape. The sample was
transferred from the glovebox to the XPS facility using a transfer vessel
without exposing it to air. The XPS spectra were recorded using a
monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source under an ultimate
pressure of 6.8 × 10−9 Torr. All data were calibrated using the
adventitious C 1s signal at 284.8 eV as a reference.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Compositional Dependence of Dehydrogenation/
Hydrogenation Behaviors of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-
xRbH. As previously reported, the amounts of K- and Rb-based
additives were optimized at 0.08 mol in Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xKH
and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xRbF.28,29 Therefore, we took the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH sample as a reference to design the
KH and RbH comodified samples by partially replacing KH
with RbH. Five Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples
with x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08 were prepared by ball
milling the corresponding chemicals under 50 bar of H2. The
as-prepared samples were subjected to structure and property
evaluation. Figure 1 shows the TPD-MS curves of the as-
prepared Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-
xRbH samples. The presence of KH and RbH significantly
reduced the operating temperatures for hydrogen desorption
compared with the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. Hydrogen
desorption from the pristine Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample began
at 130 °C and terminated at 260 °C, with a distinct peak at 181
°C. After adding a small amount of KH and RbH, the onset
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temperature for hydrogen desorption was only 75 °C,
representing a 55 °C reduction compared with the pristine
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample. With increasing temperature, a
shoulder at 130 °C and a distinct peak at 160 °C appeared,
one after the other, suggesting a change in the dehydrogenation
process. The dehydrogenation terminated at 220 °C for the
samples with KH and RbH. At first glance, all of the KH- and
RbH-modified samples exhibited very similar H2 signal curves
as a function of temperature. However, a closer examination
revealed that there were some subtle differences among them.
As shown in the inset of Figure 1a, the H2 signal curves shifted
slightly to lower temperatures with the addition of RbH, and
slight overlapping was observed between the dehydrogenation
shoulder and the main dehydrogenation peak, especially for the
sample with x = 0.08. This phenomenon suggests that the
added RbH participates in the first step of dehydrogenation.29

Further MS examination showed that no NH3 signal was
detected for the KH and RbH-modified samples below 200 °C,

indicating that the addition of KH and RbH significantly
suppressed the evolution of NH3 during the initial dehydrogen-
ation process. When the sample temperature was higher than
200 °C, trace NH3 was detected in the KH-modified samples.
With the addition of RbH, the NH3 evolution was gradually
suppressed and even disappeared at x = 0.06 and 0.08. Clearly,
RbH helps decrease the evolution of the NH3 side product.
Further quantitative hydrogen desorption measurements

were conducted using the volumetric method. The results are
presented in Figure 2. The KH- and RbH-modified samples
exhibited significantly reduced operating temperatures for
hydrogen desorption compared with the pristine Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH sample. In nonisothermal mode (Figure 2a), apparent
hydrogen desorption was observed at 75 °C for the samples
with KH and RbH, and hydrogen desorption finished at 220
°C, representing 55 and 40 °C reductions, respectively,
compared with the pristine sample. When the amount of
RbH added was increased from 0 to 0.08 mol, however, the
dehydrogenation amount was slightly reduced from 5.3 to 5.0
wt % because of the larger molecular weight of Rb (85.5)
compared with Li (6.9), Mg (24.3) and K (39.1). Furthermore,
isothermal examination showed superior dehydrogenation
kinetics for the KH and RbH-modified samples (Figure 2b).
More than 3.5 wt % H2, corresponding to 70% of the capacity,
could be rapidly released from the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-
x)KH-xRbH samples within 150 min at 130 °C. However, the
pristine Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample liberated only 0.5 wt % H2
under the same conditions. From analysis of the tangent slope
of the linear regions of the isothermal dehydrogenation curves,
the rate constant for the sample with 0.04 mol of KH and RbH
was determined to be 0.257 wt %/min, which is approximately
43 times greater than that of the pristine sample (0.006 wt
%/min), indicating superior dehydrogenation kinetics caused
by the presence of RbH. In addition, it should be noted that the
amount of hydrogen desorption from the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.08KH sample was 4.0 wt % within 360 min, while it was
decreased to 3.76 wt % for the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08RbH
sample. Again, these results confirm that increasing the amount
of RbH slightly reduces the dehydrogenation capacity.
To evaluate the effects of KH and RbH on the hydrogenation

properties, we first fully dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-

Figure 1. TPD-MS curves of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples milled for 36 h. (a) H2 signal. (b) NH3
signal.

Figure 2. Nonisothermal (a) and isothermal (b) dehydrogenation curves of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples.
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(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples at 130 °C and then hydrogenated
them at 105 bar H2 in both nonisothermal and isothermal
modes. Figure 3a shows the hydrogenation curves of the

Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples as a function of
temperature. It can be observed that the hydrogen uptake of the
dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample started at 80 °C and
finished at 210 °C, with a total amount of 5.4 wt %.
Interestingly, the onset temperature for hydrogen uptake in
the KH- and RbH-modified samples was only 60 °C, and full
hydrogenation was achieved at 130−150 °C. The amounts of
hydrogen uptake were 5.3, 5.25, 5.2, 5.15, and 5.0 wt % for the
samples with x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08, respectively,
confirming a gradual decrease in the available hydrogen
capacity because of the larger molecular weight of Rb as
mentioned above. The ending temperature for hydrogen uptake
was reduced by 60 °C at least from that of the pristine sample.
In particular, faster kinetics were observed for the samples with
x = 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08 than for those with x = 0 and 0.02
when the sample temperature was higher than 100 °C (Figure
3a). The isothermal hydrogenation experiments provided more
obvious evidence for the accelerated absorption kinetics of the
KH and RH-modified samples, especially for the samples with

RbH. As shown in Figure 3b, the dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH-0.08KH sample took up approximately 3.4 wt % of
hydrogen within 100 min at 100 °C, while only 1.2 wt % H2
was recharged into the dehydrogenated pristine sample under
the same conditions. Importantly, a further increase in the
hydrogen uptake was found with increasing amounts of RbH.
The hydrogen uptake was increased to 4.25 wt % for the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample, and an additional
0.05 and 0.1 wt % of hydrogen were absorbed by the samples
with x = 0.06 and 0.08 under the same condition. These results
indicate that the presence of RbH further improved the
hydrogenation kinetics. However, it should be noted that while
dwelling at 100 °C for 360 min, the amount of hydrogen uptake
was still lower than the maximum hydrogen capacity. Analysis
of the tangent slope of the linear regions of the isothermal
hydrogenation curves revealed a rate constant of 0.242 wt
%/min for the sample with 0.04 mol KH and RbH, which was
more than 6 times higher than that of the pristine sample
(0.039 wt %/min). Furthermore, this hydrogenation rate was
approximately 1.5 times higher than that of the sample with
0.08 mol KH, providing quantitative evidence for the improved
hydrogenation kinetics caused by RbH.
On the basis of the above discussion, it was concluded that

the coaddition of KH and RbH improved the hydrogenation
kinetics of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH system, but this
coaddition was also associated with a gradual decrease in the
hydrogen capacity. Considering both the hydrogen storage
capacity and hydrogenation reaction kinetics, the coaddition of
0.04 mol KH and RbH appears to be the optimal combination.
The Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample could rever-
sibly store 5.2 wt % H2 at near ambient temperatures
(desorption operated at 130 °C and absorption operated at
120 °C). Moreover, hydrogen storage properties of the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample are also superior
to those of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04RbH sample (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information). Therefore, the following
investigations of the hydrogen storage thermodynamics,
reversibility and the corresponding mechanisms focus on the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH formulation.

3.2. Dehydrogenation Thermodynamics and Kinetics
of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH. Figure 4a shows the
DSC curves of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH, Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH and

Figure 3. (a) Nonisothermal and (b) isothermal hydrogenation curves
of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-xRbH samples.

Figure 4. (a) DSC curves and (b) Kissinger’s plots of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH, Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples.
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Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH. It can be observed that the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.08KH and Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-
0.04RbH samples exhibited nearly identical heat flow behavior.
In the presence of KH and RbH, the endothermic peak
significantly shifted to lower temperatures, and a new shoulder
on the low-temperature side of the major endothermic peak
appeared, suggesting a change in the dehydrogenation process.
Moreover, an additional exothermic peak was also observed for
the samples with KH and RbH at 220−250 °C. This
exothermic peak can potentially be attributed to a polymorphic
transformation of Li2MgN2H2 from a cubic structure to an
orthorhombic structure, as reported previously.28,29 Integration
of the endothermic peak revealed a heat effect of 1054 ± 10.5
J/g for the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH sample, which is equivalent to 39.4
± 0.4 kJ/mol-H2. For the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH
sample, the heat effects of the two dehydrogenation steps were
estimated to be 443 ± 4.4 and 543 ± 5.4 J/g, corresponding to
enthalpy changes of 38.1 ± 0.4 and 38.4 ± 0.4 kJ/mol-H2,
respectively, by fitting the DSC, TPD and volumetric release
curves, which are slightly lower than that of the pristine sample.
These results indicate that the presence of KH and RbH
changed the reaction pathway of hydrogen desorption from the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system and made it thermodynamically more
favorable.
To quantitatively understand the effects of the coaddition of

KH and RbH on the dehydrogenation kinetics, the apparent
activation energy (Ea) was determined by the Kissinger’s
approach,31 and the results are shown in Figure 4b. By fitting
the data points, the values of Ea were calculated to be 85.6 ± 4.5
kJ/mol and 98.1 ± 2.4 kJ/mol for the first and second steps of
dehydrogenation of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH, repre-
senting a distinct reduction with respect to the pristine
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH (103.9 ± 3.6 kJ/mol),28 indicating that the
coaddition of KH and RbH also reduces the kinetic barrier for
hydrogen desorption from the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system, which
is another reason for the reduced dehydrogenation operating
temperature. Interestingly, the Ea value of the first dehydrogen-
ation step is almost identical to that of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.08KH sample (84.8 ± 3.5 kJ/mol), but that of the second
dehydrogenation step is slightly lower than that of Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH-0.08KH (103.0 ± 2.7 kJ/mol).28 This fact indicates that
the presence of RbH facilitates the further reduction in the
kinetic barrier of the second dehydrogenation step of the K-
doped Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. As reported previously, KH
acted catalytically to decrease the activation energy of the first
dehydrogenation step of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xKH system.28

Moreover, it was found that the addition of Rb reduced the
kinetic energy barrier of the second dehydrogenation step for
the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xRbF system.29 As a result, we believe
that KH and RbH play similar catalytic roles in Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH to those in Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xKH and
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-xRbF, respectively, because the activation
energies of the first and second dehydrogenation steps of the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample both decreased as
mentioned above.
3.3. Changes in the Structure and Composition of

Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH upon Dehydrogena-
tion. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the dehydrogenated
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples at different stages.
As reported previously, KH and RbH phases could not be
detected in the XRD profiles of the postmilled K- and Rb-
doped Mg(NH2)2-2LiH samples because of their amorphiza-
tion, caused by strong collisions during ball milling.28,29

Therefore, to identify the KH and RbH phases, the postmilled
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample was first recrystal-
lized at 120 °C under 80 bar of H2 pressure for 12 h. After
recrystallization, four new peaks at 26.1, 30.2, 43.4, and 51.5°
were observed in the XRD profile, in addition to the
characteristic reflections of LiH and Mg(NH2)2, as shown in
Figure 5. These four reflections resemble those of KH.
However, a low-angle shift was found by carefully comparing
the data with the standard pattern of KH (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information), indicating enlarged lattice parame-
ters. This shift is possibly due to the formation of a K(Rb)H
solid solution during ball milling. It is well-known that the
atomic radius of Rb (2.98 Å) is distinctly larger than that of K
(2.77 Å). Consequently, the lattice parameters of a K(Rb)H
solid solution should be larger than those of KH. This
conjecture was verified by directly ball milling the KH-RbH
mixtures. As shown in Figure S2 (see the Supporting
Information), after ball milling the KH-xRbH mixtures, the
characteristic diffraction peaks of RbH were invisible, and the
diffraction peaks of KH gradually shifted to lower angles with
increasing amounts of RbH. FTIR examination revealed that
only the typical doublet N−H vibration of Mg(NH2)2 at 3271/
3325 cm−1 was discernible for the recrystallized sample (Figure
6), confirming the existence of Mg(NH2)2.
After dehydrogenation at 130 °C, the diffraction peaks of the

K(Rb)H solid solution were distinctly reduced and shifted to
higher angles. The strongest diffraction peak of the K(Rb)H
solid solution shifted from 26.1 to 26.5°, as shown in the inset
of Figure 5, which is close to the standard position of a
diffraction peak of KH and not RbH. This fact suggests that
RbH was gradually segregated from the K(Rb)H solid solution
at elevated temperatures and participated during the dehydro-
genation reaction. It was reported previously that RbH could
react with Mg(NH2)2 to release hydrogen and form an amide-
imide complex RbMg(NH)(NH2) below 165 °C.29 At the same
time, two diffraction peaks centered at 30.7 and 51.9° were also
detected in addition to those of LiH at 37.9, 44.2, and 64.7°. In
particular, the peak at 51.9° is quite asymmetric, which can be
resolved into two peaks at 50.7 and 52.1°, corresponding to the
characteristic reflections of the tetragonal Li2Mg2N3H3.

32

Moreover, in addition to the characteristic N−H vibration of
Mg(NH2)2 at 3271/3325 cm−1, there is an new absorbance

Figure 5. XRD patterns of dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-
0.04RbH samples at different stages.
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peak at 3190 cm−1 in the FTIR spectrum (Figure 6) that could
be assigned to the N−H vibration of Li2Mg2N3H3.

32 After
further heating of the sample to 160 °C, the diffraction peaks

centered at 30.7 and 51.9° slightly moved to 30.6 and 51.3 °C
and gradually intensified and changed to be symmetric along
with the weakening of those of LiH and KH. Specifically, the
FTIR results showed that the absorbance at 3190 cm−1 was
distinctly intensified and moved to lower wavenumber (3183
cm−1), which is closer to cubic Li2MgN2H2. Meanwhile, a
doublet absorbance at 3313/3258 cm−1 that can be assigned to
the N−H vibration of LiNH2 was detected while those of
Mg(NH2)2 disappeared. It is therefore believed that the
chemical reaction between Mg(NH2)2 and LiH also took
place to release additional hydrogen and yield Li2Mg2N3H3 and
LiNH2 as a parallel reaction because of the catalysis of KH
upon heating the sample to 160 °C.28 Based on the previous
reports,28,29 the overall reaction process occurring below 160
°C can be written as follows.

+ +

→ + +

+

2Mg(NH ) 1.5LiH RbH

0.5Li Mg N H 0.5LiNH RbMg(NH)(NH )

2.5H

2 2

2 2 3 3 2 2

2 (2)

When the sample was heated from 160 to 220 °C, five
diffraction peaks at 17.5, 30.5, 51.2, 60.9, and 75.4° were

Figure 6. FTIR spectra of dehydrogenated Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-
0.04RbH samples at different stages.

Figure 7. (a) Hydrogen desorption/absorption curves and (b) cycling capacities for reversible hydrogen storage of an Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-
0.04RbH sample.
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observed with considerable intensities and good symmetry in
the XRD profile (Figure 5), which are consistent with the cubic
Li2MgN2H2 as reported previously.28 At the same time, the
diffraction peaks of LiH and KH were invisible, indicating that
they have been consumed. According to our previous report,28

KH reacts with LiNH2, Li2Mg2N3H3 and LiH to convert to
Li2MgN2H2, Li3K(NH2)4, Li2NH, and Mg3N2 above 170 °C.

+ + +

→ + +

+ +

LiNH Li Mg N H 0.84LiH 0.16KH

1.04Li MgN H 0.16Li K(NH ) 0.64Li NH

0.32Mg N H

2 2 2 3 3

2 2 2 3 2 4 2

3 2 2 (3)

The FTIR spectrum exhibited only a broad and strong
absorbance centered at 3174 cm−1 with the disappearance of
LiNH2, providing more evidence for the formation of cubic
Li2MgN2H2. After full dehydrogenation at 260 °C, reflections
corresponding to orthorhombic Li2MgN2H2 were unambigu-
ously identified with considerable intensities in the XRD
profile, while the peaks of cubic Li2MgN2H2 nearly disappeared.
Therefore, we believe that a polymorphic transformation from a
cubic structure to an orthorhombic structure occurred for
Li2MgN2H2 at 220−260 °C, which corresponds to the
exothermic peak in the DSC curve shown in Figure 4a.28,29

Concurrently, the reflections of Li−K mixed amide Li3K(NH2)4
were identified at 12.5, 21.7, and 33.3°,28 although their
intensities are quite weak. Moreover, the characteristic doublet
vibration of orthorhombic Li2MgN2H2 at 3161/3184 cm−1

dominated the FTIR spectrum. Meanwhile, a new doublet
N−H vibration at 3250/3307 cm−1 was also developed, which
is very similar to the characteristic absorption peaks of
Li3K(NH2)4 and RbMg(NH)(NH2).

28,29 High-resolution XPS
spectra of K 2p and Rb 3d demonstrated that both K and Rb
were in the +1 oxidation state in all of the dehydrogenation
samples because the 2p3/2-2p1/2 spin−orbit doublet of K appear
at approximately 292.4 and 295.2 eV and the Rb 3d binding
energy is approximate 110.0 eV (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information).33 A closer observation revealed that
the binding energies of K 2p initially remained unchanged
below 160 °C and then slightly increased in the range 160−260
°C. In contrast, the Rb 3d binding energy first increased and
then remained constant during dehydrogenation. The high-
energy shift of K 2p and Rb 3d represents the loss of electron
density, indicating that K and Rb potentially bond with stronger
electron-accepting elements than H with dehydrogenation,34

which is consistent with the XRD and FTIR results. These facts
confirm that the added K and Rb participate in the different
dehydrogenation processes of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system upon
heating, which provides synergetic effects that improve the
hydrogen storage thermodynamics and kinetics.
On the basis of the above discussion, the chemical processes

during ball milling and the thermal dehydrogenation of an
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH mixture can be summar-
ized. During ball milling, the added RbH reacted with KH to
form a K(Rb)H solid solution. Upon heating, RbH first
segregated from the K(Rb)H solid solution and reacted with
Mg(NH2)2 to release hydrogen and generate RbMg(NH)-
(NH2). Concurrently, with the catalysis of KH, the chemical
reaction between Mg(NH2)2 and LiH to produce Li2Mg2N3H3,
LiNH2 and H2. This dehydrogenation process is responsible for
the first endothermic peak shown in the DSC curve (Figure
4a). Then, the remaining KH and LiH reacted with the newly
developed Li2Mg2N3H3 and LiNH2 to release residual hydro-
gen as previously reported,28 which corresponds to the second
endothermic peak in the DSC curve. Thus, RbH and KH
participated in the dehydrogenation reaction of the Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH system one after the other and provided synergetic effects
on improving thermodynamics and kinetics of hydrogen
storage in Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system, which is the most
important reason for the decreased operating temperatures
and improved reaction kinetics for hydrogen storage in the
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system.

3.4. Cycling Hydrogen Storage Properties and
Mechanisms of Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH. Figure
7 shows the cycling dehydrogenation/hydrogenation curves of
the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH system. To avoid the
high-temperature failure of KH and RbH and maximize the
hydrogen capacity,35 the cycling measurements were performed
at 170 °C/2 h for dehydrogenation and 120−130 °C/105 bar/
2 h for hydrogenation. For the first 8 cycles, the hydrogenation
temperature was set at 120 °C. As shown in Figure 7a,
approximately 4.77 wt % of H2 was released from the as-milled
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample, and the dehydro-
genated product absorbed only 4.51 wt % H2 when the
dehydrogenation operated at 170 °C/2 h and the hydro-
genation was at 120 °C/105 bar/2 h. This capacity is lower
than the total reversible hydrogen capacity of 5.2 wt % shown
in Figures 2a and 3a, possibly because of insufficient dwelling
time at the corresponding operating temperatures. After 8
dehydrogenation/hydrogenation cycles, the hydrogen uptake

Figure 8. SEM images and EDS element maps of Mg, K and Rb for Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples after 50 hydrogenation/
dehydrogenation cycles.
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capacity was rapidly reduced to 3.62 wt % because of
insufficient hydrogenation under the present conditions. To
alleviate the effects of insufficient hydrogenation, the operating
temperature for hydrogenation was increased to 130 °C in the
following hydrogen uptake cycles. As a result, the hydrogen
uptake amount increased to 4.75 wt % (Figure 7b). It can be
observed that the hydrogen storage capacity stayed at 4.44 wt %
after 50 cycles, which corresponds to a capacity retention of
93%. The degradation rate was determined to be only 0.0066
wt % per cycle, demonstrating markedly superior cycling
stability compared with the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH-0.08KH samples.28,36

Figure 8 shows SEM images and the EDS maps for Mg, K,
and Rb of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples after
50 hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycles. It can be observed
that in both the dehydrogenation and hydrogenation cycles, the
distributions of Mg, K and Rb were homogeneous, and no
apparent segregation was observed. Thus, the active species of
KH and RbH remained well dispersed in the Li−Mg−N−H
matrix, which is likely one of the most important reasons for
the persistence of their positive effects during cycling.
Figure 9 shows the XRD patterns and FTIR spectra of

Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples after 50 cycles. As
shown in Figure 9a, the sample collected in a hydrogenation
cycle consisted primarily of LiH and Mg(NH2)2. Moreover, the
typical N−H vibration doublet of Mg(NH2)2 at 3271/3325
cm−1 was discernible in the FTIR spectrum (Figure 9b). At the
same time, LiNH2 and Li2Mg2N3H3 were also identified using
XRD and FTIR analyses, indicating insufficient hydrogenation.
This result may explain the decreased reversible capacity after
50 cycles. For the dehydrogenation sample, the characteristic
diffraction peaks of cubic Li2MgN2H2 were unambiguously
detected using XRD and FTIR. In addition, two other
vibrations at 3255 and 3298 cm−1 were present in the FTIR
spectrum, also indicating insufficient dehydrogenation. Thus, it
appears that unsaturated hydrogenation remains an important
reason for the decreased hydrogen capacity after 50 cycles. This
conjecture was verified by increasing the hydrogenation
operating temperature to 140 °C. As shown in Figure 10,
approximately 4.9 wt % H2 was desorbed from the hydro-

genated 50-cycle sample at 140 °C under 105 bar of hydrogen
pressure. Thus, to maintain the high hydrogen storage capacity
during cycling, it is critical to appropriately adjust the operating
conditions for dehydrogenation/hydrogenation.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, KH and RbH were simultaneously introduced into
the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system to further improve its hydrogen
storage properties. Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-(0.08-x)KH-xRbH (x = 0,
0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08) samples were prepared by ball
milling the corresponding chemicals under 50 bar of H2, and
their dehydrogenation/hydrogenation behaviors were system-
atically investigated. It was found that the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-
0.04KH-0.04RbH formulation could reversibly store 5.2 wt %
H2 using a two-step reaction where the desorption operated at
130 °C and the absorption operated at 120 °C. The
dehydrogenation enthalpy changes for the two steps of
dehydrogenation of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH
sample were calculated to be 38.1 ± 0.4 and 38.4 ± 0.4 kJ/
mol-H2, and the corresponding activation energies were
determined to be 85.6 ± 4.5 kJ/mol and 98.1 ± 2.4 kJ/mol,

Figure 9. (a) XRD patterns and (b) FTIR spectra of the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH samples after 50 hydrogenation/dehydrogenation
cycles.

Figure 10. Volumetric release curve for an Mg(NH2)2-2LiH-0.04KH-
0.04RbH sample after 50 hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycles and
hydrogenation at 140 °C.
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which were lower than those of the pristine sample. Structural
analysis revealed that KH first reacted with RbH to generate a
K(Rb)H solid solution during ball milling. Upon heating, RbH
separated from the K(Rb)H solid solution and reacted with
Mg(NH2)2 to release hydrogen and generate RbMg(NH)-
(NH2). Concurrently, with the catalysis of KH, the chemical
reaction between Mg(NH2)2 and LiH occurred to produce
Li2Mg2N3H3, LiNH2, and H2. Then, the remaining KH and LiH
reacted with the newly developed Li2Mg2N3H3 and LiNH2 to
release the residual hydrogen associated with the catalysis of
RbMg(NH)(NH2). Thus, RbH and KH combined to provide
synergetic effects, improving the thermodynamics and kinetics
of hydrogen storage in the Mg(NH2)2-2LiH system. While
operating at 170 °C/2 h for dehydrogenation and 130 °C/2 h
for hydrogenation, the hydrogen capacity of the Mg(NH2)2-
2LiH-0.04KH-0.04RbH sample remained as high as 4.44 wt %
after 50 cycles, corresponding to a capacity retention ratio of
93%. This stability was superior to that of the pristine
Mg(NH2)2-2LiH and KH-modified samples.
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